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  Description

  All the functions of the original remote control that came with your Hitachi RC 5117 (excluding reprogrammable buttons, voice or pointing features)
NO SETTING REQUIRED : This is a very light and durable remote control No programming or setting up required. Just plug in the battery (not included) and replace the remote with Hitachi TV. This Hitachi RC 5117 replacement remote control is manufactured by Classic. Classic have been the leading manufacturer in quality replacement remote controls for TV, Hi-Fi and other electronic devices for over 20 years. NO SETTING REQUIRED: Light and fully functional. Solid and well-made, no need for programming / tuning, works perfectly without complicated code, good transmission, perfect response command. Simply insert the batteries (not supplied) PERFECT REPLACEMENT : Remote control replacement for Hitachi RC5117. This feature is compatible with all Hitachi Telefunken TVs. 100% match is compatible with Hitachi TV models 24HYT45U 24HYT45UA 28HYT45U 32HYJ46U 42HYT42U 50HYT62U 50HYT62UH. Please ensure your old remote control is an RC5117.SAME AS ORIGINAL : The perfect solution to replace the old or damaged TV remote control. The buttons and functions are almost the same as the original remote control. The buttons are soft and easy to press and respond very sensitively. It is very compatible with your TV and works perfectly. It can perfectly replace the old or damaged remote control. new remotes that are not being offered in our shop (yet) are not impossible to produce on demand (total price 12-20 incorrectly labelled buttons and therefore need instructions to tell what each button function is. This can lead Seamless Functionality: Our remote works with a range of TV's and can replace your remote, including Logik TV Remote Control, Hitachi TV Remote, Polaroid TV Remote Control, Celcus TV Remote, Finlux TV Remote Control, and Digihome TV Remote Control.
General Duremote RC buttons do exactly what they are labelled to do so no need to constantly refer to
100% SECURE SHOPPING
General Duremote remote control has been designed and made according to the original remote control
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        Shipping from UK.

      

      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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